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M onies Tig ht

Ins ide Student Fees
We had some beautiful days
last week. the temperature
soared somewhere close to
ninety, yet the tennis courts
looked strangely deserted.
The usual faces weren't seen at
the pool. Where was Coach
Ziagos, "Spin" Salario and
members of the swim team,
hockey team a~d golf team ... ?
Word has it, they were in
some back room near the pool
with only the persistance of
one small fan cooling them and
the discussion. What were
they doing?
The offices of Print, Que
Ondee Sola and Beehive stood
conspicuously empty. Not a
sound was heard from WRNE.
Were they all covering some
major news event?
Dr. Gangware shook his
head with a knowing smile.
It's budget time for student
clubs and organizations. Only
under the new Student
Activities Fees Policy it's
being done a little bit
differently this year. In the
past clubs submitted their
budget requests directly to the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee and come September they miraculously received
their budget allocation.

This year in order for the
University, July 1 to July 1,
the deadline for budget
requests was June 1. Also,
instead of going directly to the
Student Fees Committee, over
half of the budget requests
went to specified Boards of
Control - the Athletic Board,
Commuter Center Advisory
Board, Fine Arts Board or
Media Board.
Each Board was given a
figure to work with. The figure
was based on an average of a
club budget for thrE!e years
plus a small increase. (Though
if the club were in existence
less than three years they
would average the number of
years in existence.) After the
budgets are cut down to come
within the allotment the
budget requests will be sent to
Student Fees Committee for
final approval.
The Boards in general are
made up of people familiar
with the particular organizations they represent. As J ohn
Melendez, Chairperson of the
Student Fees Committee, puts
it, "Those on the Boards hash
over problems they are most
familiar with. For instance,
those on the Athletic Board
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know what a fair request from
the Baseball team would be."
Student activities money
comes from an $18 fee
collected with tuition every
trimester that amounts to
about $240,000.00.
A fifth Board is being
planned to cover most other
student clubs and organizations. This year their budgets
will be submitted directly to
Student Fees. However, John
Melendez feels that a fifth
Board made up of a smattering
of independent clubs would
have real problems. "People
are going to find the same
trouble Student Fees had. The
independent clubs don't have
enough in common. I'm going
to suggest they stay under the
Student Fees Committee.
"I feel one of the biggest
weaknesses of the (Student
Activities) policy is there's
nothing to prevent a person
from serving on more than one
Board , plus the Student Fees
Committee, for that matter, "
said Dean Howenstine, fiscal
agent for Student Activities
fees .
Dr. Gangware, 7 year
veteran of the Student Fees
Committee, feels that the
Boards are one year premature. "There is a great lack of
procedural organiza tion. No
one has said things specifically. This year no Board has
records of what t he clubs spent
last year."
Most of the 75 or so
organizations t hat are submitting request are feeling the
crunch of a very tight budget.
"Student Fees should take
into considerat ion that there
are new media developing.
Student Fees made no
allocation to allow for such
growth," said John Hogan,
secretary to the Media Board.
However, Melendez sai d ,
"We have to leave some
money in reserve for supplementary budgets. The requests
are always over the money
available.''
Most people agree if
students want to continue to
expand student activities there
will have to be a fee increase.
Curt Petersen, Chairperson of
the Media Board , says,
"Student Fees will have to be

increased unless other sources larger role with Student Fees.
of revenue can be used, such as They should make sure they
advertising or selling of . are active organizations; check
newspapers. However I'm not thenumbei: of people involved;
in favor of selling the papers or whether they are politically
the Yearbook. Students al- oriented; whether they are
. ready pay a fee and a lot of fulfilling their purpose or if
things that Student Fees cover these clubs are duplicating
are not visible to students. The functions .' '
paper and the yearbook and
Dr. Howenstine disagrees,
WRNE are things which the "I'm opposed to chartering
student can see for his money. clubs. I'm more for a system of
registration. "
I was surprised to find that all
As for clubs raising money
the clubs are funded by
through candy drives, Mr.
Student Fees. Those which are
Liebow, Chairman of the
fu nded should be those which
Athletic
Board said , "They
have the capability of serving
couldn't make enough money
a large portion of the student
on candy drives. What we need
body."
is a lottery where we have a
Melendez says, "UNI is
race among the athletic
more fair to general clubs than
directors and another race for
any other school. I think the
the professors . Use men
Charter Review Board should
instead of horses. Ziagos says
be really strict and play a
he works like a hors-e anyhow."

1972-73 STUDENT ACTIVITIES BUDG ET

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Athletics

Requested

Received

Athletic Varsity Fund
Baseball
Basketball - fresh
Basketball - Varsity
Basketball - Women
Bowling
Cheerleaders
Folk Dance Club
Football Club
Golf
Gymnastics
Hockey
Majorettes
Orchesis
Physical Health Club
Porn Porn Squad
Scuba Club
Softball
Square Dance Club
Swimming
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Polo
Cross Country
Physical Education Majors

$ 7, 100

$ 4,899.8 1

TOTAL

6,208

4,908

4,452

3,882

8,870

6,519

3,470

2,330

500
470

300
420

1,025

,1,025

18,641

11,975

1,754

1,532

4,942

2,923

5,69 2

4,855

-

780

629

400

300

1,600

1,500

1,285

841

586

240

1,850.50
305

950
305

4,418.50
1,513

2,667 .50
967

3,525

4845.36

No request
1,551
635

1,551

$81,573.00

$60,764.67

400

(cont'd. on page 5)
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editorial
Abortion and Lavv
The question of abortion is both an emotional
and a legal problem. Yet, it is - in accordance with the
U.S. Constitution separating the state from affiliation
with any and all churches that make it unconstitutional
for laws to be made on the basis of being church doctrines.
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This problem resides on questions other than abortion. (i.e. members of religious clergies presiding over
political meetings.)
Therefore, no laws ~hould be made to nullify the
Supreme Court ruling on the right of women to have
abortions.
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Where Is Ever.y body?
..r

SPRING -sum~R AT

Although there is news to be covered of budgets,
new administrators, and various other interesting and
important repo!:!s to be made public, who will hear about
them? Since the enrollment has been so far down from the normal enrollment figures, why have a paper come
out at all?

unt.

These and other questions of this nature have been
aske~. Our answer is that we believe it to be essential
that news get out on the growth, good developments and
bad developments on all levels at UNI. Even if only a few
members of the university community is able to view these
reports.

.STAFF BOX
PRINT is published weekly at
Northeastern Illinois Univer·
sity, St. Louis and Bryn Mawr
Streets.
EDITORIAL BOARD :
Sue Straus
Editor
Dan Herman
News Editor
Tony Kezele Contributing Ed.
Business Manager Jim Feezor
Photo Editor
Linda Ozag
Sports Editor Chris Lubinecki
Features Ed. Joe Weinshanker

Columnists: roseanne podrza
- Try It
Staff: Barb Deer, Dave Green,
Jane Green, Rita Harmata,
Cathy Jones, -Lorraine Kruzel, Kathy McGinnes, Chris
Meyer. Marylene Whitehead, Junai Peck, Mary
Torma, Joan McGann,
Adoniram Silva, Anji McElwain, Steve Yach, Anza
Vicaro

Ely Liebow

ALL COPY DUE . TUESDA):'S ' k'-T 4 :00.

Sponsor

Student Nevvspaper
Protected
We would like to congraduate John S. Rendleman,
President of Southern Illinois University (SIU) on his
stand to refuse to take over the SIU newspaper, the Daily
Alestle . The Alestle was under attack from Board of
Trustee (SIU's governing board) member, William W. ,
Allen for its "unprofessional attit ude" . Rendleman cou n- .,
tered with "the newspaper is a student newspaper, not
a voice of the administration ."

18, June, 1973

letters

All letters must be typed and signed. Names will be withheld upon requ,'s1.

Financial "Hold-up" Aids

With Malice,
Alan Axelrod

Expenditures
There are areas of concern in wh ich I am
seeking your cooperation. The budget picture
continues to be gloomy and I do not think that
anyone can argue that belt-tightening in
non-insti;uctional items should be first priority.
I ask that telephones be used for outside calls,
local area or long distance, only for university
business. A specific memo on telephone use
will be distributed soon. The same applies to
mail. The increased use of electricity is also
troublesome. Lights in classrooms and offices
need not be on when the spaces are not in use.
Another area is in contractual services in
particular, in paying for hmch and di~ner
meetings for campus personnel and for retreats
for campus committees and other organizational
units. I do not argue the ·usefulness or
de~,irability or retreats but only t he question of
first priority. I believe it is appropriate to pay
for meals for candidates, speakers, and other
campus guests but I do not believe it is
appropriate to pay such costs for campus based
personnel. Plans for retreats should be made
with great care. Both the legal restrictions
which must be observed to the letter, and th;
questions of priority, in the spirit of putti-ng
dollars to best use _in the educational program,
should be considered .
In these matters I ask for your complete
cooperation.

Urgent Appeal
tives, House Office Bldg., Washington , D . C.
20515. Address the two Illinois Senators,
Senate Office Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20515.)
Also write to your three Representatives and
one Senator in Springfield (the same message).
If you are not sure of your District Lawmakers,
call the Comm. for Illinois Government
(372-5694). The message also must go . to
Governor Dan Walker. State Address for,all is
Capitol Building, Springfield, Illinois 62706.
IN ORDER FOR THIS
TO BE
EFFECTIVE, you must do this immediately,
and then get 5 other people to do the same
(urging them to pass the message on). The
anti-abortion people are doing this constantly.
REMEMBER: '.fhe urgency is immediate!

STAMMTISCH
Every Wednesday 8 p.m.

ERNIE'S PALM LOUNGE

5053 N. linc~n Ave.

Present this Coupon at
.-.ytime for one free
stain of beer.

Lovelace
A Letdown
Dear Print Per"on;;:
I JUSl received. out here 1n Iowa. Lhe Print of
~9 \.lay 1 have had two rrai or let -down, t0day.
rhe 11rst \\ a- ~arnuel H1chard-.on ._ so-called
no,·ei Pamela; or \'irtu(' Re\\arded; the second
wa-, .,rw \\.t:'tn-.nanker·~ --o-caded 1r.1erview with
Linda LovelHce. Jl ;" l !Pf'J. an unique inuerv1ew
n the howe1'-' ') f l<!urnali-m 'l/Jl or,e quef'llon
was e1Lher asked or an<:wpred ..Joe W. get~ the
,JACK PARH ·\ \\"-'\Hll FOH EGOCENTRIC
DEPART\IJL.\'l - which enuLles him to a
uozen copies of Pamela.
Thumhs are clefin1tel _, down.
- Or have I missed the point'! Is there a
secret message in the inten·iew 9 Does Linda
Lovelace have lary ngiti s'!

T would lrnP to share with you ;J frustrating Regarding the request to submit an
Pxperience that ocrured in mv life :'vlondav. '-\uthorization 01 Transfer from De Paul
June 11. 1973 \,lid -afternoon· I checked the University I have several comments F'irst, this
mailbox and rou 1J several letters. All of these. information is required of all transfer students
w th the exception of one letter had been in orc'er to be eligible for !ederal aid through
p:-1,perly adctressed. The exception stood out Northeastern. May 1. 1972 in a letter to \,'Ir.
lu<e a sore thurr.b. The typewritten address was Wendell. Director of F inancial Aids, this
crossed out and a forewarding address had been document was subm1ttea. Since that date I
inserted by the post-office.' The letter had been · h~ve received two (2) notifications, one per
post-marked Thursday. June 7, 1973.
trimester, from the financial a1d office stating
The upper left hand corner of the envelope that the authorization was not in my fil e. If t his
revealed a familiar ret urn address and emblem . were so , how could I have been receiving federal
U.N.I., Northeastern Illinois University. Wa~ aid since September, 1972? I'm sure this
this from the office of the registrar, University ~xample could apply to many students if you
Withou t Wall p rogram, stud en t sena te , mserted your own name and p a rticu la r
financial aids, or who knows what other possible applications which apply to your financial
department, office or program which has my situation.
name on its list? I could only guess who was
The following day I went to UNI 's- Financial
writing to me now.
Aid Office and settled the entire matter.
Within the envelope I found a form letter, Apologies were made for the errors that office
dated June 7, from the office of Financial Aids had made.
labled IMPORTANT NOTICE along with an
.1 .wish to suggest a system which may
Authorization for Transfer Letter. The former ehmmate problems similiar to the one described
stated, " This is a reminder that final processing above, and which might also serve to help. both
of your application for financial aid for the the financial aid office and students be more
approaching academic year has been held up responsible for materials submitted. I . propose
because you have not furnished this office with the initiation of an APPLICATION RECEIPT
the following necessary documents: Authoriza- SYSTEM. It would work something like this:
tion for Transfer Letter (1) .
DePaul Student John Doe submits his Northeastern Ill.
University unless the missing item(s) arrives in Financial Aid Application. He would receive a
this office within seven days of the date receipt from the financial aid office stating
stamped above, your application will be which application was submitted, date received
removed from consideration."
and an authorized signiture confirming receipt.
Things are really screwed up here, I thought! Thus the student has proof that the .application
First of all, approximately one month ago I was submitted, and if for some reason it should
submitted a notice of change of address to the be misplaced, the student would not be
financial aid office and now, thirty days later, I "HELD-UP or HELD-BACK" for consideration
am still receiving material addressed to my of an award.
previous residence which first must be
It seems to me the Receipt System would be
forewarded by the post office in the location of very feasible. it could be printed on one side of a
the old address to the main post office then to post card to accomodate applications received
be delivered to the current mailing address. A both over the counter and through the mail. An
letter following this route takes several appropriate box could be checked for each
additional days before it reaches the addressee application.
(that is, nie). In this case I am penalized by ~ . I would appreciate feedback concerning this
reduction in the number of days remaining idea, and I strongly feel something along these
within which to clarify the matter at hand _ lines is warrented!
~
("within seven days of the date stamped above.
William J. Manley,
." )
Student Senator

We are in extreme danger of losing the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling for legal abortion.
An intense di:-ive by the powerful, well-funded
Right-to-Life Groups (Catholic lobby) for a
constitutional amendment has begun to gain
momentum. Several, states, including . Illinois
have introduced resolutions urging C.ongress
to pass a constitutional amendment giving back
to the states the "right to regulate and
prohibit" abortion. If this should happen, we
would be lucky to hold Alaska and -Hawaii!
This amendment has already been introduced
by the Rep. Whitehurst, with the politically
powerful House Republican minority leader
Gerald Ford as co-sponsor, in the United States
Congress. Unfortunately m~st lawmakers are
much more concerned with their own re-election
than in the availability of safe, legal abortions,
and will succumb to threats and pressure in
spite of their personal feelings on the issue.
The mail campaign by anti-abortion groups is
intense. Senator Humphrey, for one reported
receiving 35,000 anti-abortion letters.
WHAT CAN YOU DO? Send the following
message in a letter or telegram:
"Please oppose any constitutional amendment which would nullify or alter the Supreme
Court ruling for legal abortion."
MAIL TO: Your own Congressman, your two
U.S. Senators, and the Chairman of the
Judiciary Committee where debate on the
amendment will be heard, Rep. Don Edwards,
and President Nixon. IAddress the Represent&• -
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President, Jerome Sachs
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UNI Open House

New Senators
by
MARY BERG
Vice-President,
STudent Senate
I'd like the Student Body to
know that we have seven new
senators in our student
government. The new members are: Karin Weltzin, Mark
Breen, Mark Stankiewicz,
Mike Hionis, Shirley Flood,
Paul Zeitler, and Chris
Dransoff. We still have three
positions to fill in our Senate,
and we, within the Senate, are
very anxious to work with a
full body. As before, any

questions on these positions or
questions directed to the new
•senators can be reached
through this office, E-205S.
Our meetings on Monday
nights seem to be getting more
accomplished, as more senators bring forth problems;. no
matter how basic they may.
seem. The problem will remain
the same until attention is
brought to . them. That's
where we come in, your
' Senators.
Problems? Join us Monday
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in Room
0-006.

Interviewing For
New Director
Of Admissions
Robert J. Goldberg, Vice President for
Academic ~ffairs · and Dean of Faculty has
released the names of the top candidates for the
above position to visit UNI. All university
people are welcome to attend the receptions held
from 2:00-3:00 p.m., in room 0-006 (in the
Classroom Building).
Here are the names of the candidates
remaining to be interviewed and the dates of
their visitation.
June 19 - Mr. Vernon R. Braun
June 21 - Mr. Ernest W. Kimmel
June 26 - Mrs. Barbara Cook
June 28 - Mr. Eric Moch.
Cook and Moch are now members of the UNI
community. Cook serves in the compasity as
registrar. Moch is an assistant to the Director
of Adinissions.
This position is to be filled as a result of
Raoul Haas, Director of Admissions, resigning
his position.

ter. Members consist of male
by Kathy McGuinnes
personel
of the Music Dept., a
On June 19, UNI will hold an
open house for all members of few people from other camthe UNI community and their puses, and some UNI Alumni.
friends. The local community Perhaps you remember Jim
has been watching new Hirsen of the JIM HIRSEN
buildings go up on campus for TRIO, and Del Breckenfeld of
a long time now. This is a · JUMBO and BUSTER fame.
We hope you'll come out to
splendid opportunity for the
community to see the· inside of see the Jazz Band and give
these buildings. More about them your support. They've
only been together for a few
that later.
CCAB's contribution to the months now and are still
OPEN . HOUSE
is
the trying to be known around
performance of the UNI Jazz campus.
Other people who are helpBand, under the direction of •
that well renowned personality ing put the OPEN HOUSE
of the Musi<; Dept., Instructor together are: HOLLYWOODof Woodwinds, Mr. G. D. NORTH PARK IMPROVEMcDowell. ' They are very MENT ASSOCIATION, BERhappy to have ,Joe Daley, NICE ZIMMERMAN, DEAN
T 'H E
saxaphonist, as their guest HOWENSTEIN,
NORTH PARK RIVER COMsoloist.
This will be the second MISSION, and of course
concert the Jazz Band has CCAB.
The schedule for the evening
given. The first one was an
afternoon concert last trimes- is as follows: 7:30-8:00 -

Tours for early guests - meet
in the lobby of the Classroom
Building - on Bryn Mawr
Ave.
8:00-9:30
UNI JAZZ
BAND, JOE DALEY guest
soloist. (there will also be some .
tours going ()n ,- meet outside
1-002 in the Classroom Build.
if you can find it!)
8 :00-8:30 - Annual meeting
of The Hollywood-North Park
Improvement Association.
Room 1-002, Classroom Building.
9: 30 - Reception in the
Buffeteria.
I'm sure we'd all like to
thank those wonderful LSA
girls for helping with the tours
.and the reception!
So be sure to come! Tell all
your friends, neighbors, and
relatives to come and see
WHAT A REAL UNIVERSITY LOOKS LIKE!

Literature of The Black
·Experience in An,erica

UNI String Quartet

by Kathy McGuinnes
This is the title of the
presentation that will be given
by interpreter-lecturer Ann
Smith. She will speak Tuesday
June 19 at 1 p.m. outside the
Little Theatre, so lets hope for
good weather!
Ann Smith's interpretative
talent illuminates the many
sides and dimensions of Black
life in America. In her poetry
. readings - designed for adults
and children . - she weaves a
subtle yet well defined picture,
a picture , composed of

Performs for

Coleman
To Teach
in Germany

Audio Demonstrations
A string quartet, consisting of Northeastern
music students Michael Kiley and Robert
Freud, violins, Margaret DeLorenzo, viola, and
Mary Snyder, cello, will' be participating in
audio demonstrations at the United Audio
Center, Lincoln Village, Thursday and Friday
June 21st and June 22nd. The
demonstrations are intended to compare the
fidelity of live and recorded performances. The
students are members of the Instrumental
Ensemble Class cpached by Sylvie Koval of the
Department of Music faculty .

· Nanette Coleman, professor
of German at UNI
has
received a grant from the
Fulbright-Hays
Foundation.
This grant entails teaching
experfonce in Germany. The
leave of absence will begin this
September.
Coleman has been a member
of the Foreign Language
Department since 1968.

appropriate elements of information, inspiration, and simple
pleasure. Her themes over a
broad spectrum, including
Black women, Black men and
Black children, revealing them
in love, in search of identity,
growing to maturity in a
hostile environment, discovering their African heritage.
Smith is a native of
Missouri, a graduate in theater
arts from Lincoln University,
Missouri, the University of
Iowa, and currently a can-

didate for a doctoral degree
in Black Literature for
Dramatic Presentation at
Union Graduate School. For
the past several years, she has
been Assistant to the President here at UNI.
Smith's extensive training
in the theater arts - which
includes speech and costume
design enables her to bring an
added dimension to her lecture
recitals and dramatic presentation. Ann Smith is brought to
you by the courtesy of CCAB!

The Board of Governors
of State Colleges and Universities,
Northeastern Illinois University and the
Northeastern Illinois University Foundation
cordially invite you
to attend
a retirement dinner honoring

President Jerome ~ Sachs
of Northeastern Illinois University

- _WORLD f'.'AMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
#

..eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

warm O)th £11glisl1 dining room

2727 W. HOWARD ST.-Chgo. 338-2166
8808 MILWAUKEE-Niles 298-2100
OPEN MON-SAT 11 :00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.

on Wednesday Evening, July 11, 1973
six o'clock
at
ANTOINE'S
4370 Elston Ave., Chicago, Illinois
(Return Reservation Card and Envelope Enclosed)
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Inside Student Fees
(cont'd. from page 1)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Commuter Center Programs

Requested

Received

Bugg House Square
CCAB
Concert Series
Film Series
Lecture Series

$ 4,000
4,700
26,000
6,000
7,000

$ 4,000
6,412
26,000
6,000
6,500

$47,700.00

$48,912.00

Fine Arts

Requested

Received

Assemblage Art
Band
Chamber Orchestra
Chorus
Collegium Musicum
Forensics Union
Interpreters Theater
Opera Workshop
Stage Players
r
Music Educators Nat. Conference

$

$

TOTAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOTAL

Media

525
8,250
750
1,300
750
3,612
4,276
1,175
16,135
225

Other Clubs and Organizations

525
7,300
400
1,397
400
2,605
2,720
1,275
12,000
150 -

$35,711 .00

$28,772.00

Requested

Received

$ 1,500
$ 1,200
26,155
23 ,757.81
23,300
21 ,300
PRINT
•
Que Ondee Sola ('72-73 requested under Union for
Puerto Rican Students)
4,937
5. WRNE (radio station)
4,937
6. Inner City Issues ('72-73 requested under Concerned
Graduate Organ. of C.I.C.S.)
7. Student Production
No request
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apocolypse (Stone Wind City)
Beehive (Yearbook)

TOTAL

$55 ,892.00

$49 ,709.81

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27 .
28.
29.
30.

Received

Requested

$ 1,400
Anthropos
Biology Club
450
3,250
Black Caucus
3,900
Black H~ritage
Chess Club
257
330
Club Italiano
Co-curricular
10,300
Concerned Graduate -Org. of CICS
2,900
1,950
Earth Science
665
Ecology Club
1,000
Financial Aid (emer. Loan)
French Club
350
2,350
Geography Club
600
Hisotry Club
1,640
Linguistics Club
National Student Hear. & Speech
550
Northeastern Stud. Coun./exc Child. 655
Parapsychology Club
1,100
1,600
Peace Council
Russian Club
900
SMASH
600
Sociology Club
2,350
Spanish Club
755
4,650
Student Dup. & Mailing
Student Fees Special Account
550
Student Senate
1,6540
Twenty-one Plus
175
Union for Puert<NUcan Students
2,350
Uptown Cultural Society
1,500
1,300
Womens Liberation
$66,817.00

TOTAL

750
325
825
1,975
157
330
9,100
1,000
550
450
1,000
350
800
482.50
650
250
275
375
1,375
500
300
925
755
5,000
1,177.15
8,475
175
1,975
800
725
$41 ,826.65

$287,693.00
$232,185.31

Total Requested
Total Allocated

Allevia tion of A coustical Problem
in Classroom B uilding
After months of discussion
with architects, cont ract ors
and the Illinois Building
A uthority cons truc t io n to
alleviate t he acoustical problem in the Classroom Building
classrooms will s t art on

F riday, June 15, 1973, in
Room 3-094. They will use this
room as a test room to
determine the exact solution ·
for all the classrooms. Once
the solution is established we

will be shift ing classes to have
the acoustical t reat ment appli·
ed to all classrooms prior to
September 1. We appred ate
your patience and cooperation
in solving this problem.

Willerma n
To Iran
Dr. Marvin W iller ma n .
fac u lty member of U N I's
Educat ion Foundations De•
partment since 1969, has been
awarded the Fulbrig ht-Hays
F ounda tio n to I r an . Th is
aw ard is fo r one y ear ,
beginning this September.
W illerman will serve a s a
_con su ltan t
t o t he Iran
Ad ministry of Educat ion . His
work will entail educat ional
planning. evalua tion of decent ralization, and setting up a
training system.
The Fulb rig h t-Hay s Foundation is a public law set up by
the U.S . Congress . Its goal is
to further international understanding.

Health
Hotline
So many organizations are
offering " Hot Line" reviews on
healt h subjects that we have
decided to g et in the act.
-We have a fairly large fund
of knowledg e on health
subjects in our heads and in
our files - so if you prefer t he
ano nymous inquiry method of
learning . u se ou r phone
extens io n . Ou r in form ation
ra nge~ h·on1 -

:\ honi(ln - Air pollution
Cont rnl
A ll e rg ie s
.- \ koholi~rn to Venereal Disew,,, ··
\ 'i" ion
Water
l'ollut.io n and \\'eight Control.
lf ,11- do n' t ha ve the
i1J fc, rn1at ic ,n we should be able
t o gl't it foi- you or tell you
when, l c, get it.
Ask fur one of t he nurses.
Ext. :35 6.
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Dear Psychology Major, New or Old:
(Non-psych majors may get look at classes to
fill requirements for graduation.)
Welcome to the Fall, 1973 registration.
This communication contains some important
information on registration procedures, courses
to be taught in the Fall of 1973, special
programs available to Psychology Majors and
some general information on the Department
and its requirements . .Some of this information
will be the same as in the last major letter you
received; but other parts will be different, so
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY AND
FOLLOW THE REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS CLOSELY.

TRACKS:
The Psychology Department has phased out
the :18-hour Elementary Education Program in
Psychology, no new students are being accepted
. into this progr,m. We are suggesting the Child
Care Specialist Track, which will better qualify
you as a chifd care worker and provide a much
more substantial base for those of you who wish
to teach. If you wish to become a certified
teacher, you can pick up the education courses
needed from the College of Education, just as
you can now. Information on the Child Care
Specialist Track is available in S-313 G.
·
In addition to the Child Care Specialist
Track, the Psychology Department is now
offering several new tracks in its endeavor to
better qualify students in their various interest
areas. One of these new tracks is in the area of
Neuropsychology.
Other specialized new tracks are in
Alternative Education (based on the psychology
of learning and human development as applied
in free schools, open classrooms, schools
without walls, etc.) and in Parapsychology (the
study of paranormal phenomena such as
telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis.)
Previously announced tracks exist also in the
areas of Social Psychology, Comparative
Human Development, Small Group Processes,
and Existential-Humanistic Psychology. There
is also an interdisciplinary program in
Communicative Disorders, co-ordinated by Dr.
Shervanian. which is available to psychology
and speech majors. Stop in to see Bonnie in
S-313 G for additional information on any or all
of the above tracks.
SENIOR SEMINAR:
Senior Seminar is to be taken in your senior
year here at Northeastern. Prerequisites for
Senior Seminar are Introduction to Statistical
Methods in Psychology and Introduction to
Experimental Psychology - one of the reasons
being that in Senior Seminar, theoretically, you
could use most of the knowledge you've gained
in past course and utilize it in an experiment or
other research format.
You work with a psychology instructor of
your choice, one that specializes in the area in
which you are interested in working. Class time
is set up between you and the instructor at your
mutual convenience. You may be his/ her only
student, or you may be one of ten students. But
these steps must be taken:
1. Talk with the instructor and get his/her
consent;
2. Fill out the Senior Seminar form with the
instructor;
3. Bring the completed form to Bonnie in
S-313G and get an admit card (this is
mandatory.)
KIBBUTZ PROJECT:
Dr. Maureen McConville of our department,
in conjunction with the personnel of the PIE
Program, is sponsoring a live, work, learn
trimester of academic credit in Israel for the
January 1974 trimester. Students wishing to
participate must enroll in planning courses to be
held during the September, 1973 term.
Complete details . are available from Maureen,
S-313; our staff, S-313 F; Jerry Olson, C-528 or
Herb Stoltze, S-352 F.
CO-TEACHING:
The Psychology Department again offers you
the opportunity to teach in your major field.

The course entitled Seminar in Leaming I
(31-314) will be available to provide academic
credit to those of you who w1sh to study the
teaching-learning process directly. Co-teaching
is an assistant of various courses -with members
of the Psychology Department. To qualify as a
co-teacher for a given course, you should have
already successfully completed the course and
must make prior arrangements with the
instructor and sign up with Bonnie in S-313 G .
You may co-teach one course per trimester. The
maximum number of co-teaching experiences for
any student is four.

FIELD EXPERIENCES:
If you are interested in .the Field Experience
Program, we have included several pages on the
program in this letter.
ADVISEMENT·:
Self Advisement - Having informed yourself
of all of the major and general college
requirements, you may choose to assume full
responsibility for all course choices that
trimester and for all registration procedures.
You may sign a waiver of advisement form
which you can obtain in S-313 G, and which the
department keeps. YOU MUST BRING YOUR
LATEST GRADE REPORT FORM TO BE
CHECKED FOR PREREQUISTES . The
enrollment card may then be stamped by
Bonnie in S-313 G if prerequisites are met.
Intensive Departmental Advisement - Via
the faculty assistants you may receive
appointments with specific members of the
Psychology Department depending on your
interests and needs and upon faculty expertise.
Such advisement is by appointment only. It
must be made one (1) week in advance with
Bonnie for those of you who will not be doig
field work in the Fall trimester. If you will be
doing field work in Fall, you should see Doris
Sinwell or Tony Kopera. YOU MUST BRING
YOUR LATEST GRADE REPORT FORM TO
BE CHECKED FOR PREREQUISITES. (A
list of advisers and their specialized areas of
interest are listed in the field experience
section.)
ABOUT THE REQUIREMENTS
AND COURSES
FOR NEW STUDENTS AND SOME OLD:
So you really don't know where to begin, or
for that matter, what you need? To clear things
up a bit,. listed below are the basic
undergraduate requirements of the university:
30 basic hours which the University requires:
12 hrs. in HUMANITIES: Art, English,
Foreign Languages, Linguistics, Music,
Philosophy, Speech.
9 hrs. in BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES: Anthropology, Economics,
Sociology, Geography, History, Political
Science, Psychology.
9 hrs. in NATURAL SCIENCES AND
MATHEMATICS: Biological Science, Physical Science, Mathematics.
All students must not take more than two
courses, or 6 hrs . in any one discipline to meet
the basic program requirements. Example: If
you have 10 hours of Biology, only 6 will apply
towards the basic 30 hours, however, the other 4
hours will apply towards graduation. The
purpose of the basic 30 hour program is to
encourage you to get a well rounded education
- a little bit of several things. For this ~eason,
it is not suggested that you use any Psychology
courses to fulfill the Behavioral and Social
Science requirement, even though Psychology is
in this category.
In addition, all students must meet the
requirements of the Senate Bill Number 195 of
the 58th General Assembly of the State of
Illinois. This requirement may be satisfied by
passing Comparative Political Systems or
American National Go.vernment or by passing a
test on the Constitution. The test is offered
every trimester ; in the Fall it will be offered on
October 4th, November 1st and December 6th.
You register with the Political Science
Departme!}t approximately 2 or 3 weeks prior to
the exam; and at that time you will be given a

study booklet for the exam. You must have a
total of 120 hours for graduation. If you are a
transfer student, your last 30 hours must be
completed at Northeastern Ill. University, even
though your sum total of credit hours may
exceed 120 hours.
The requirements for a Liberal Arts degree in
Psychology are:
36-101 PPHE
4 hr.
or 36-201 Topics in Contemporary
Psychology .
3 hr.
or 36-204 Research Experiences
in the Behavioral Sciences
3 hr.
36-201 General Psychology
4 hr.
36-317 Introduction to Statistical
Methods in Psychology
3 hr.
36-3,18 Introduction to
Experimental Psychology
3 hr.
36-351 Senior Seminar
3 hr.
Plus 4 electives in Psychology
12 hr.
Total

28 hr.

Next question is: "What do I do with my
electives? What can I do in Psychology? I want
to be in Psychology, but I don't really know
what I want to do in Psychology. HELP!"
Well calm down. There are many, many
things you can do in Psychology · and many
different areas you can do them in: Industry,
community, hospitals, and children and
adolescent agencies, to name just a few. But
you still don't know what area you want to do
into! So let me help you and point out a few
background courses that may help you decide
wisely! Keep in mind that you may not directly
need these courses for what you want to do ; but
it is important that you have some exposure to
these areas in order to have a fuller
background:
1. General Psychology Lab - As the title
indicates, this is a lab course (in operant
conditioning.) You will actually be conditioning
rats (they're kind of cute) and learning theory
via actual experience. This may very well be one
of the few opportunities that you will have in
your undergraduate career to take a lab course
in psychology.
2. Psychology of Personality - Takes an
objective look at several basic schools of
thought in Psychology : Psychoanalytic,
Behavioral, Humanistic, etc.
3. Physiological Psychology - If you are
going to give Freud time, it seems only fair that
you take a look at Physiological Psychology!
It's essentially the study of the human brain
and how it relates to the behavior of man.
4. Abnormal Psychology - You may never
deal professionally with the abnormal
personality, but it is important that you have
some exposure to and knowledge of this area.
. 5. Developmental Psychology or Child and
Adolescent Psychology - This is obviously an
important part of our lives, past and current.
6. Mental Health - "Human personality
from the mental health point of view." Did you
ever ask yourself "What is mentally
healthy?'' Take this course and find out if there
is an answer!
7. Social Psychology Man is not a
solitary animal: he is constantly surrounded by
other men, constantly interacting with them.
What forces pressure man into becoming what
he has become? Learn about man, society and
yourself.

Again let me say that the above 6 electives
are just that, electives and not requirements.
They are merely a few suggestions to get you
started on the right road - or at least some
road. If this letter is not enough, woh't you stop
in and let me explain _any of the above and other
offerings the Psychology Department has for
you?
Happiness, joy and peace,
Bonnie
Bonnie Sheehan, Ext. 670, Office S-313 G
Hours to get your card signed: from 11 to 1
Monday through Friday. Office hours by
appointment may also be arranged. For your
convenience we have included the informal aid
to advisement after the Field Experience
section. Please read this letter and the aid to
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Psychology cont'd.
advisement before calling or coming in, since
this material will probably answer most of your
questions.
UNDERGRADUATE FIELD EXPERIENCE
PROGRAM
The Undergraduate Field Experience
Program (U.F .E.P.) offered in the Psychology
Department can prove to be a valuable
experience for students, especially when
applying for jobs and/ or to graduate school. By
doing volunteer work at any of the approved
field centers, each student can gain insight into
the specific area of his/her choice. While
enhancing and tying together things learned in
the classroom, the field program also provides a
learning situation for the student which cannot
be presented in a classroom setting.
There are many types of field experiences
available; for example:
In hospitals: intake; inpatient; work with
children, adolescents (some ·behavior modification available here) and adults - both chronic
and short term patients; outpatient work at
halfway houses, community mental health
centers ; work on crisis intervention phones ;
drop-in centers; and more.
In education: free schools; conventional
schools; work with emotionally disturbed
children; day care centers; and more.
IT IS NEVER TOO EARLY TO PLAN AND
SET UP FIELD EXPERIENCES FOR THE
UPCOMING TRIMESTER. Setting· up a .
program takes time; so in order not to be
backed up against a registration deadline, all
interested students are urged' to start this
procedure as soon as possible.
Students who wish to do field experience
work in the Psychology Department must
follow the procedures set up by the program
committee:
1. Student contacts any member of the
Undergraduate Field Experience Program
coordinating committee for information about
the program. The coordinating committee
members are Tony Kopera (Coordinator), Ann
Buchmann, and Peggy Condon, and are
available by appointment only. Information
about the program in general may be. obtained
from, and appointments for any member of the
committee can be arranged by, Doris Sinwell,
faculty assistant assigned to the program. She
will be available in room S-307 A during the
following hours:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday-~

8:30
8 :30
2:00
1:00
2:00

a.m.
a.m_.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

to 12 :00 p.m.
to 12 :00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m.

She is also available at additional hours by
appointment only. 2 . W 1"th the ass1s
. tanee of
one of the U.F.E.P. faculty advisors, the
student then coordinates a field experience best
suited to his/her interests. The field center
supervisor is contacted to determine exactly
what is to be expected of the student in the field
experience. The U.F.E.P. faculty advisors are
willing to work with students in many areas.
Although they can be consulted in other areas,
those in which the faculty are most currently
interested are:
B. Aronov - Clinical; Children.
_
A. Buchmann - Education; Rehabilitation;
Children and Adolescents; Applied Research.
P. Condon - Mental Health; Community
Work; Halfway Houses.
V. Dufour - Education; All Ages.
B. Kirk - Education; Adults.
T. Kopera - Applied Research.
D. Kuzahara - Mental Health; Community
Work ; Adolescents thru Aged.
J. Mann - Children and Adolescents:
S. Martindale - Gestalt; Small Group
Processes.
M. McConville - Adolescents and Aged.
R. McFarland - Mental Health ; Education ;
Adolescents and Adults.
_W. Pizzi - Drug Addiction and Research ;
Alcoholism ; Physiological Research.
R. Robertson - Mental Health; Community
Work: Applied Research.
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A. Rosenfield - Education; Day Care; Child
. Development.
C. Shervanian Childhood Autism;
Communicative Disorders.
D. Temkin - Mental Health ; Counseling;
Personality; Young Adults.
D. Weinberg - Mental Health ; Education;
All Ages; Families.
3. After the field experience is set, the
student and the faculty advisor must complete
a field experience program application form and
prepare a brief statement of objectives and a
description of the projected activities aimed at
achieving those objectives. The student then
submits the application, student's latest grade
report form and the brief statement of his duties
and expected goals in the field experience to the
program's faculty assistant.
4. Upon approval of the application, the
student will receive the admit slip(s) that will
allow him/her to register for the field experience
course(s) designated, and two (2) copies of the
application form. One copy is to be retained by
the student for his/ her records, and the other
copy is to be returned by the student to his/her
faculty advisor. The application form, as well as
the admit slips will inform the student as to the
course(s) and section(s) in which to enroll to
receive the approved number of credit hours.
The U.F.E.P requires that students complete
their General Psychology course upon entering
the program. Each field center may require
additional courses to be taken prior to or
concurrent with entrance into the program at
that center.
AN INFORMAL AID TO ADVISEMENT
DISTRIBUTED BY
The Department of Psychology '
Fall Trimester, 1973
This brochure has been compiled as a
supplement to the Psychology section of the
Registration Information and Schedule of
Classes booklet. We hope that you will be able
to make more informed choices this trimester
than you )lave' in the past. Each course listed
herein contains a personal description written
by the instructor who will be teaching the
course during the Fall. Instructors who chose
not to contribute to this brochure have not had
their sections listed.
CODE: GS - means students with graduate
standing only.
CI - means the student must have the
written consent of instructor before registering.
NOTE: The department of Psychology
numbers run from the 31-000s through the
36-000s.
The coordinator of the undergraduate field
experience program is A.A. Kopera. For
information on field expereince courses, please
see him or Doris Sinwell.
You must sign up with A .A. Kopera before
registering for the following courses:
32-371 Field Experiences in Human Development I.
32-372 Field Experiences in Human Development II.

----------------

----

Co-Teaching: The following section is
available to students who wish to study the
teaching-learning process directly by co-teaching as an assistant various courses with
members of the Psychology Department. To
qualify as a co-teacher for a given course, you
must have made prior arrangements with the
instructor, the Psycholqgy Department and
should have successfully completed the given
course. Co-teaching experiences are limited to
four.
31-314 Seminar in Learning I.
36-101 PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE:
All Sections: So.me basic concepts in
psychology are presented from tJ1e point of view
of the experiencing individu a l. Hum a n
deveJopment, perception, cognition, motivation,
emotion, a nd learning are studied in the broad

context of their relevance · to the individual
person. Social and interpersona influences are
presented in the light of their role in influencing
the individual's view of the world. Special
emphasis is placed on potential for human
growth and change, within the individual,
between persons, and in the larger social
situation·. Thus, the student may develop an
awareness of how people come to view life as
they do, the varieties of human viewpoints, and
capacities and modes for change. The dominant
focus is on how the individual may relate the
course-to his own life. Materials to be specified.
36-102 TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY
PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Ellis: An introduction to the
study of psychology as a dynamic and changing
system of interrelated and interacting subjects.
The development of skills useful for further
study will be emphasized rather than
concentrating on specific topic areas. Course
content can therefore be varied an determined in
part by the interests of the student.
Section 02, Kirk: An introduction to the
study of psychology, with emphasis on topics-as
providing centers for developing skills in
searc~ing problems, describing them and
seeking for solutions. An opportunity for
practice in researching, discussing and writing.
Section 31, Mann: A study of personality in
the U.S. - American institutions and values ;
interactions of parents and children; adolescent
behavior; behavior in the ~le!Jlentary school;
the psychotic child; senilitude.
36-201 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY.

All Sections: General Psychology is a
comprehensive basic course, covering the major
areas of psychology as a background for all
higher level courses. The course will be taught
using a personalized system of instruction, e.g.,
all students will proceed at their own rate.
Exams will be given when each student decides
he or she is ready, and will be of the multiple
choice, identification-definition types. Study
will be aided by lectures, demonstrations, and
films , each when appropriate. The text is :
Elements of Psychology, by Krech, Crutchfield,
& Livson, the 2nd edition, published by Alfred
A. Knopf. Inc. A study guide will be available.
Note that this course is a prerequisite for all
other psychology courses except PPHE, Topics
in Contemporary Psychology, Research
Experiences in the Behavioral Sciences and
Child Psychology.
36-202 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY LAB.

Sections 01 & 02, Pizzi: Introduction to
quantitative and experimental techniques in
psychology as a natural science. Churse work
will cover experimental design, data collection
and interpretation centered around operant
conditioning techniques with the rat. The course
work will consist of various lab exercises, some
lecture and film demonstrations. Grades will be
determined primarily by lab work and a final
practical exercise: A five dollar lab fee will be
collected in class.
Note that if you take the General Psychology
Lab with General Psychology it will give you a
total of 6 hours, as mentioned previously in the
major letter, it would be a most valuable
experience to take the lab along with · General
Psychology, or to even take the lab after you've
had General Psychology.
36-204 RESEARCH EXPERIF:NCE IN THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES.
Section 01, Loos: Students frequently find
this course to be very valuable in helping them
to achieve a genuine understanding of statistics
and their application to several different areas
of work in the behavioral sciences. Knowledge
of simple arithmetic operations is necessary.
This is a good course to take before Statistics,
but it has also been found to be useful after
Statistics to prepare for Senior Seminar.
Lecture. Grade is based on exams and
assignments .

36-212 .CHILD PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Kirk: A look at developmental
stages from prenatal life to adolescence.
Students will be required to do a case study on
a child of their choosing.,'.Text: Mussen, Cong-er.
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& Kagan, Child Development and Personality.
Section 02, Weinberg: Focus on 1) The
importance of infancy in normal child
development, 2) Personality · and cognitive
development in childhood , and 3 ) The
interaction of the child, his family, and his
culture as the matrix within which development
occurs. Extensive readings ; discussion.
Section 03, Aronov : Factual material on child
development will be discussed, but in the
context of student interest. An attempt will be
made to foster a classroom atmosphere
conducive to discussion of attitudes, feelings,
· superstitions, etc. which. relate to adult-child
relationships, the goal being to demonstrate
how adult beliefs shape their behavior toward
children, and how the child's behavior may
relate to the adult's.
Section 04, Gordon: The format for this Child
Psy~hology section will consist of text, lectures
& tests.
Section 05, Weinberg: Same as Section 02.
Section 06, Gordon: Same as Section 04.
Section 07, Rosenfield: Basic theories,
concepts, principles, and research data
concerning children's growth and development;
physical, intellectual, emotional, social, and
linguistic aspects of development.
Section 08, Ellis: Basic theories, concepts,
principles, and research data concerning
children's growth and development; physical,
intellectual, emotional, social, and linguistic
aspects of development.
Section 31, & 32, L. Kh:an: The basic focus of
this course is on the biological, psychological,
sociological facton; impinging upon the child in
terms of his development. We cover the various
' stages : infancy, toddler, pre-schooler, school
age, & briefly adolescence. The course is lecture
and discussion , however some project will be
offered the student in order to have face to face,
real live contact with children. Exams (essay)
and project make 11p the grade.
Section 33, Maun: Emphasis is upon the
develpment of the child's emotional life and
personality. Specii,l attention is given to
psychiatric problems of children.

36-215 INTRODUCTION TO HUMANISTIC
PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 31, Koperu: Introduction to the basic
principles of Third Force Psychology, and their
practical application through reading and
discussion of the major proponents.
36-301 DEVELOPl\IENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Rosenfield: Longitudinal study of
the development of behavior throughout the life
span, including physiological nature of man ;
illustrative materials drawn from wide variety,
of societies, literate and nonliterate.
36-302 PRO-SEMINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY (1
credit hour per section]. ·
Section 31 •, McConville: "Introduction to
Kibbutz " .
Section 32*, McConville: "Psychosocial
Aspects of Kibbutz ".
Section 33* , McConville: "Experiencing
Kibbutz ".
All Sections: Aim for an understanding of
Kibbutz living as an example of communal
living and an understanding of the Middle East
context in ' which Israeli Kibbutzem exist.
Assignments : Various readings (e.g. Bettleheim 's Children of the Dream] and a library
research paper which can also serve as the
foundation for a PIE project to be completed
during the trimester on Kibbutz . Two
week-ends (at no additional cost) will be spent
together at a nearby camp.
*Must b e taken concurrently. Kibbutz
planning course for those going to Israel in the
Winter of 1974.
36-304 PRO-SE MINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY : .
TITLE VARIES [3 credit hours].
Sect ion O1, Rose nfi el d : " Ps y cho logical
Aspects of Day Ca re " .
Section 31, Calhoun : " Family Interaction,
Family Pat hology , & Family Therapy ". This
pro-seminar wjll em phasize research and theory
on t he fa r,t'ily, co n tra s t in g h eal thy and
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pathological styles of development, the theory
and rational for family therapy as a treatment
approach will also be discussed. Lecture,
discussion, . possibly films, and occasional roleplaying techniques will be utilized. One
examination and either a written paper or oral
report will be requirements. The main text will
be Handel's Psycho-social Interior of the
family, ' with possibly one additional text.
Supplemental reserve reading assignments will
be given. This is a theoretical course, and by no
means is to be interpreted
as a
''How-to-do-family-therapy'' experience.

Section 32, J. Pribyl: "Crisis Intervention"
- Course covering basic crisis intervention
theory and research and basic practical
applications in community mental health
delivery systems. Teaching method: class
discussion, some lecture; other methods develop
in conjuction with the students.
36-308 THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES OF
GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Martindale: This course will
include specialization in many areas including:
History and basic research in Gestalt
Psychology, Human perception, Field theory,
Human learning, Human memory, Small group
dynamics and so on. Text: Gestalt Psychology:
An Introduction to New Concepts in Modem
Psychology, Wolfgang Kohler, Mentor Books,
along with others.
36-310 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
DISTURBANCE IN ADOLESCENCE.

OF

Section 01, Buchman: A study of research,
theory and clinical cases of psychological
factors in adolescent disturbances. Emphasis
will be on helping the student -gain a
sympathetic understanding of the stresses
which the young person faces during this
significant period of life. Class format will
include lecture, discussion, films and when
appropriate guest experts (psychologists
engaged in clinical practice and hospital
affiliation ; probation officers, etc.).
36-311 PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY.
Sections 01 & 02, Aronov: "I see this course
as a technical course aimed at psychology
majors. My hope is to introduce students to six
major · types of personality theory through
indepth study of representative examples of
each tye. Original writings, representative films,
integrative lectures. Grades are based on formal
exams. "
Sections 31 & 32, Condon & Kopera: (Both
teachers are co-teaching each of the sections,
they will meet as one section.) Major
personality theorists from Freud to the
humanists will be covered, using both lecture
and discussion. Text: Theories of Personality,
2nd edition by Hall & Lindzey "\
36-312 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 31, Kurtz: An introduction to the
field of abnormal behavior with emphasis on the
relation to normality. Lecture-discussion
methoa. One objective-type examination and
one report.
Section 32, L. Kahn: Lectures will attempt to
cover the various aspects of human personality
and where it goes wrong, or where problems
arise. Neurotic/ pschotic and character disorder
areas covered. Grades are based on exams, and
student projects ..

36-313 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
S~ction 01, Robertson: The study of groups,
so__cial and family; affiliation and friendship;
leadership ; attitude formation and public
behavior. The discussion method will be used
and written exams.
Sections 02 & 04, Buchmann : Content : A
study of t he individual as he/ she ' affected by
his/ her membership in groups of various kinds.
A sampling of topics includes : group dynamics,
roles , role conflict, attitude fo rmation & change,
person perception, and other traditional areas in
Socia l Ps ychology. P rocess: Mini -lectures,
group discussion, paper and projects.
Section 03, Kirk: Psychological processes in
the areas of communication, adjust ment,

interaction, attitudes, cultural membership and
language: The individual and the society.

36-314 INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 31, McFarland: An introductory
survey course to the diverse field of industrial
psychology. Surveyed fields include: Personnel
selection, Business organizations, Marketing
and Advertising, Human Factors and Human
Engineering, Work, Accidents and Safety,
Worker-Supervisor relations, and Executive
Behavior.
36-316 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Pizzi: Lectures on physiological
research techniques, ablation, lesioning, electrophsiology. The neuron & synapse - electrical
and chemical events. Sensory physiology vision, hearing, the chemical senses. Current
research in memory mechanism of learning,
emotion and general vegetative functions.
36-317 STATISTICAL METHODS IN
PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 02, Loos: A first course in statistical
methods for students in psychology and
education ; statistical procedures and the
scientific methods in educational · and
psychological research; elementary statistical
concepts, probability and sampling, correlation
methods and tests of significance. "As much as
possible, this course will be conducted in the
self-paced , unit mastery system. Formal
lectures will not be held.' '
Section 03, Dufour: This course is taught in
conjunction with 36-318, section 02; students
must enroll in both. Content & Process: The
goal of the two courses taken together is to
conduct and report original research in a highly
competent fashion. We discuss the philosophy
and process of science; learn research design
and the parameters of good experimentation ;
and present research topics, proposals, and final
reports to the class. Small groups are used to
enhance the learning process and facilitate data
collection. However, each student is
individually responsible for submitting in
approved journal format two copies of whatever
project he participated in, as well as being
available for a private chat with the teacher
over cookies and tea to <;over his/ her individual
set of exercises on statistical topics. Text:
Statistical Methods, 3rd edition by Allen
Edward.
Section 04, Gordon: A first course in
statistical methods for students in psychology
and education; statistical procedures and the
scientific methods in educational and
psychological research ; elementary statistical
concepts, probability and sampling, correlation
methods and tests of signficance. Lecture and
text book. Requirements: Successful completion
of hourly examinations.
36-318 INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 02, Dufour: This course is taught in
conjunction with 36-317, section 03, students
must enroll in both. Please see 36-317, section
03 for a full description of the course.
Section 03, Loos: Introduction to Experiemental Psychology gives an overview of simple
experimental designs, research techniques, and
experimental practices applicable to psychology. The emphasis is on individual designs,
rather than group , because these are rarely
discussed in other classes. Students usually find
this course to be quite different from others in
the psychology curriculum. The course is
- primarily lecture. Grade is based on four tests.
A couple of simple outside experiments are
completed by each student. Text: Experimental
Psychology , by Andreas.
36-321 INFERENTIAL STATISTICS.
Section 01, Go~don: A t ranslation of concepts
from the introductory Statistics course for
Populations; advanced correlation techniques;
elementary analysis of variance ; in general,
sampling statistics and some relevant design
techniques. Lecture and text book and tests.
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Psychology cont'd.
(Paid by the Psychology Department)

36-327 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING.
Sections 01 & 02, Ellis: Learning theories
related to behavior, personality and teaching.
PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL
HEALTH.
,
Section 01, Kuzuhara: Course is dividedinto
two parts: 1) Presentation of knowledge and
concepts of mental health; 2) Experiental group
process designed to develop skills in fostering
mental health. Focus is on healthy personality,.
vs: psychopathology, developmental, cultural,
relliEous, psychodynamics and helping process
st!t gy . are some of topics coverd. Texts:
Sch ider' s Personality Dynamics and Mental
Health; Maslow's Toward a Psychology of
Being; Mowrer's Abnormal Reactions or
Actions? and Shostrom's Man the Manipulator.
36-328

36-329 ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY.
Sections 31 & 32, McConville: Readings will
be organized around the three models of
personality development presented in.· Maddi's
· work. An effort thus will be made to exantjne
some of the insights
provided by
psychoanalytic, gestalt, consistency and
behavioristic theorists . Required readings:
G.A.P's Normal Adolescence; Muss ' Theories of
Adolescence; Perez & Cohen's Mom and Dad
are Me; Ginott's Between Parent & Teen;
Green's I Never Promised You a Rose Garden;
Rimmer's Harrad Experiment; Born to Win.
Assignments: A library research paper. Text:
Primarily, but not exclusively essay.

36-332 INTRODCUTION TO PSYCHOWGICAL COUNSELING.
Prerequisite: 36-311 or 36-312 or Cl.
Sections 01 & 02, Temkin: Study of various
approaches to psychological counseling; the
nature of the counseling process; theoretical
' basis of psychological counseling; the
relationship of counseling to personal
adjustment. Process: Group discussion, role
playing, films.
36-334 CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN CROSS·
CULTRAL PERSPECTIVE;
Comparative studies of child rearing practices
in varying cultural and sub-cultural milieus,
including those in the United States; effects of
such differences in terms of subsequent adult
personality for the cultures under consideration;
problems of " norm al" and "abnormal"
behavior.
36-336 CHILDHOOD PSYCHOSIS, AUTISM
AND SCHIZOPHENIA.
Section 01, Shervanian: A study of the types
of childhood psychosis. The following will be
considered in detail; the nuclear schizophrenic
child as described by Bender; Kanner's early
infantile autism; the symbiotic psychotic child
as described by Mahler; and the child with
schizophrenic adjustment to neurological
dysfunction. Text: Bettleheim's The Empty
Fortress.
36-339 SEMINAR IN CO-TEACHING
INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY.
Section 01, Loos: Students enrolled in this
course will function as proctors in the General
Psychology course. Proctors administer tests,
correct them, and aid students in the
understanding of course material by functioning
as tutors. In order to enroll you must first see
the teacher of the General Psychology section
you would like to co-teach .
36-341 SYSTEMS THEORY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE I . ~ THE FEEDBACK CONCEPT.
'
Section 01 , Robertson: Introduction to
General feedback theory of behavior. Lecture,
demonstration and discussion. Text: Perception: The Control of Behavior, Wm. T. Powers,
Aldine Press.
36-346 INTRODUCTION TO PARAPSYCHOLOGY.
Section 31, Dufour: A general survey of the
field of psychical phenomena and its tangential

36-353 ADVANCED GROUP DYNAMICS.
CI, Section 01 , Rosenthal : Advanced study of
the various methods and theories of group
interaction and t heir application.

branches of spirit survival, astral projection
biorapport, biofeedback, and altered states of
consciousness. We discuss methods, history,'
philosophy and current progress within the field
- with simulations and demonstrations where
feasable involving student participation.
Acquisition of course content is based on the
mastery principle, which virtually guarantees a
passing grade. Stu.dents may use oral
presentations, book reports, critiques on films
which they provide, or research projects to
enhance their grades.

36-422 GS & CI , PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES.
Section 31, Kurtz : A first course in projective
techniques. Covers the history and philosophy
of projectives as well a:s instruction in scoring
the Rorschach test. Lecture-discussion classes.
Evaluation made by scored Rorschach Protocols
on three subjects . Texts are Student's
Rorschach Manual by Allen and A Rorschach
Workbook by Blum et al.

36-351 Cl, SENIOR SEMINAR IN PSYCHOWGY.

All Sections: Please read section on Senior
Seminar in the major letter earlier mention~.

15-372 SPEECH AND HEARING: DEVEWPMENTAL DETERMINANTS.
Prerequisite: 15-270.
Section 01, ~he~anian: A basic introduction
to the field of cognitive and language
development. This is a course for students
wishing knowledge of the fundamental concepts
in the field. One part of this course will be
devoted to Piaget's contributions in ·this area.
Psychology credits will be given for Psychology
rnajors.

36-352 SMALL GROUP PROCESSES.
Section 01, Martindale: Study of the
psychodynamics of interaction between persons
in small groups as . this related to group size,
sexual composition, age, and other bio-sociographic background of group members.

Community $ervice Prc;,_iect .·
Through P-.:1.E~
.

·vouR OPPORTUNlTY
· For a challenging · educational experience outside the
traditional confines of "the
academic. classroom.
To test your academic or
professional aspirations in
your selected field, prior to
graduation.
To get involved in solving
. problems in your own com.m u,
nity through inter-disciplinary
application of campus experiences.

PROGRAM . ,
.
Students will serve · in
volunteer capacity in schools
and ·social action groups.•
The number of students will
be limited to 20.
A project proposal must be
submitted to the faculty
sponsor for screening. (Help in
writing of proposal can be
obtained through the Office of
Community Service).
Students will receive 6 to 15

·'·

.

/

.

.

hours of academic credit
depending upon · the nature of
the particular project.
The .Office· of Commun.ity
Service will serve as a clearing
house to · help with the
placement of students in
schools · and social action
agencies:
Students will . be summarily
placed in schools and social
action agencies according to
their interests. Personal at the
schools and agencies will be
immediately responsible for
supervision.

SPONSOR
Dr. Ben C. Coleman
Associate Professor of
Spanish
Coordinator, Office of Community Service
INTERESTED?
CONTACT : Dr. Coleman at
the Office of Community
Service OA 8, or call 583-4050
extension 371-or 8239.

;,

Or send in
Return this as soon as possible
to Dr. Ben Coleman, Office of
,Community Service,. OA 8.
.
. N ame ............. ..............
... ...... .. .,

Phone .... ...... ................... ..... ... .
Address .... ....... :............. ...... .·.. .
Age .. ..... ... .... .
M.
a1or ..... ... .. ........... .... ... .... ..... .

No . Credits by Sept. 73
No. of Credits by Sept. 73 .. .... .
Check ·one:
I am interested in hecoming a volunteer.
At this point. I only
want fu rl lwr inform a t iun.

Program for 111 :,,rd i"'ciplinary
Education ( Pl F 1

Criminal Justice

Learn about courts and
penal institutions, Experience
jail and court procedures, and
Contribute to efforts for
reform.

Gain insight into important
but unfamiliar territory - the
criminal 'Courts, the police and
our correctional institutions.
Learn how the sociologist and
the political scientist view
judicial power. Before going
into the field each student or
groups of students -will prepare
a project proposal in consultation with faculty. Regular
meetings will be held to
evaluate and discuss field work
as well as related readings
while implementing projects.
Credit hours: This fall earn
15 credit hours under the
Criminal Justice Projects .
Through cooperation wit h the
Alliance to End Repression
learn and work in these ways :
Bail Project and the Courts
involves visits to criminal
courts . Students interview
those arrested the previous
night and try to have their bail
reduced or eliminated. The
great majority of prisoners in
· County Jail are there because

they can't afford bail.

The Illinois Prisons and
Jails Project attempts penal
reform. Cases of brutality at
County Jail and state institutions .are researched and
remedies sought. Students also
investigate medical and psychological experimentation on
prisoners.
Citizens' Alert works for
greater non-white recruitment
of police and community
control of police. Participants
meet regularly with a civilian
overseer board.
READY TO BECOME INVOLVED?
Why
not
read
som e
literature on corrections and
reform . You might start with
George Jackson ' s Soledad
Brother or t he Friend s'
Struggle for Justice.
INTERESTED? Contact :
( 1) Professor Ron Glick
(x8200) or make an appoint·
ment with the Sociology
Department's secretary (New
Classroom Building : 2-090).
("2) Professor Charles Pastors, Political Science Depart-

ment (x 8165. :!-0701 .
(3) Phyllis \!c<: --11th. Member of the Program for lnterdisciplinar:,,· E d urnt ion Ady isory Committ et•. 475-7591 or
427-4064.
(4) Professor ,Jerry B.Olson,
Coordina tor of the Program for
Interd isci plinary Education
(x424. C-528 1.
or send to Dr. Ron Glick,
Sociology Department, 2-093.
Name ... ... ..: ... ...... ....... .... ... ... .. .
Phone ... ... ........ ...... .. ....... ....... . .
Address .. ... ... ...... ....... ........ ..... .
Age .... .. ..... . .
Major ... .............. .... ... .. ... .. .. ... . .
No. of Credit Hrs . by Sept . '73

Check one :
... ... .. .. I am interested in
joining the Criminal
Justice Project.
At this point I primarily only want
further information.
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C.S.C. and Social Responsibilities
A couple of weeks ago, some
of the people from the Catholic
Student Center at Northeastern invited a fellow named
Jim Young over for an
informal .rap and a community
meal. (A community meal for
those of you who.don't know is
<;imply a sharing of an
unsophisticated dinner among
friends with the cooking, cost
& cleanup sha r ed equally
among the people). Young was
from an outfit called CAP Citizens ' Action Prog ram .
To' back up a few lines, the
reason behind the invitation
wa s a growing awareness
among friends of the Center,
and liberal Catholics all over
that the-institutional Catholic
Church must address itself to
the heavy matters of war,
poverty, and the variou s forms

of more subtle violence
brought upon folk. In the past
and right now, the Church has
poured out millions of dollars
to the needy, here and
overseas.
In fact, you can't feed or
clothe people who are bad off
with liberal ideas (or conservative ones for that matter) and
good intentions. And many of
the more traditional Catholics
are very much into direct help
to the oppressed and unfo r tunate by' clothing drives , sale of
raffle booklets , and Sunday
collections. This seems co~ mendable and can't readily be
knocked, but perhaps its time
to look at the causes in order
to work on the symptoms.
Catholic Charities of Chicago give out lots of help to
t he poor who sometimes can 't

get it anywhere else. Some
people . Jim Young amo ng
them, feel it wiser to seek out
the slumiords, the school
system, and the neighborhood
problems that keep the people
down-and-out. \\'hen the- root
causes are found an orgamzation like C A.P. can go m
using volunteers . paid lawyers
and mass citizen pressure
groups, suggest a corrective
plan. Their next move is to use
traditional legislative or other
legal moves t o 1mpll)ment the
proposal. C. A.P . is a fairl y well
organized mo-vement and feels
the real answer is helping the
local community figure out
who is exploiting them
unfairly and then telling them
what they can do abou t it.
Unlike Ralph Nader 's I PRG
plan which has been advertised

around <ichool as ot late the
complaint.ants themselves do
the activ1tv and make the
apprearances at court or City
Hall or at a corporat10~.
Nader's program proposes to
collect two dollars from even.
studeP c which would be ,-,ed
LO pa}
a tull time :;:taff of
attorney:- and other protei-~ .onal~ to look out for the rights
and pnv1leges of .,,tudems as
consumers and taxpaver~. An
exam ple of the grass roots
philosophy and participation
of C.A. P . was the handling of
the request for a break in t he
phone bill of senior citizens.
Illinois Bell has a policy
which allows its employees to
pay one half their phone rate
and their retired employees
pay nothing. A couple of
hundred old fol k under the

_legal counseling of C .\. P.
bused down to ::he Prudential
Building with folding chairs,
bullhorns and stock proxiPs (A
'-tock proxy trcm an unpresent
stockno,dP1 give. a non-stockholder t.h!c' nght to vote 1t .a
stock mening . The event ha~
been followed bv cubsequent
meeL,ngs and 1t looks likr- the
elderly will be hettrng somE:
torm o! ct.t on their phone
bills. Another case involved
Father Len Dube who was
instrumemal •n getung a huge
pollu ter on the South side to
shape u p.
The next issue the people of
C.S.C . will ta ke up is
Alternative Education. Again
the talk will be in an informal
format with another expert.
All are invited. It will be on
Sunday at 6, July 1 at 5450 N.
Kimball, call 583-6109.

Homeward Bound
by Sam Schwartz
I had just kissed the girls good-bye as I ran
for the bus. The bus was hot inside being a
warm Israeli night and I was sweating because
I was wearing my favorite coat. After I paid the
bus driver the money, I put my suitcase,
cam~ra and back pack on the nearest empty
seat and sat down next to them. The road to
Haifa to me was much longer, darker and lonlier
than before, because for me this would be the
last time that I would travel this road.
When I got to the railway station I looked at
the bridge that leads to the Haifa Port and I
thought of my friend Burt who woud sail to
Greece in a few days. After I got my ticket I sat
down with my back pack on my back, camera
over my shoulder and suitcase in hand. Fearing
that I might, lose something I refused to put
anything down for the hour and a half I waited
for the train. I really didn't know what time the
train was coming, but when it came I guess~d
that it was late because the other pasengers
seemed very anxious for its arrival. On the train
I decided not to be as foolish as I was in the
depot. Over the seat there was a large shelf and
that's where I put all my stuff. Like always, the
train was filled with soldiers carrying machine
guns and pocket guns. On the train you know
that Israel is really at war even though there is
a cease fire . At first the guns scare you, but
after a while you realize that Israel is really
safer than any city street in Chicago. Like the
bus ride, the train ride to Tel Aviv seemed
much longer, darker and lonlier than before. But
on the train I was happy for I picked a good
seat to get my last look at the Mediterranean at

/

night. When I got to Tel Aviv I took a special
bus to Lod Airport about an hour's ride out of
the ,city.
It was eleven o'clock when I arrived at the
airport but I did not have to be there until five
the next morning. My reason for being there
early was that the next bus from the kibbutz to
Haifa ,didn't leave until six the next morning.
Like everyone else who left from the kibbutz for
the usual early flight, I HAD TO STAY OVER
NIGHT AT THE AIRPORT. At first I planned
on staying up all night, but after seeing what
other people were doing, I decided to do the
same. They were sleeping by the baggage
pick-up for their particular airline: I couldn't
find any sign that said "Swissair" so I didn't
know where I could sleep. Then I remembered
my alarm clock in my back pack. I set it, sat
down, and promptly went to sleep. My alarm
rang at five, early enough so that I was the first
one in line. Five o'clock in the morning may
seem early, considering that my flight didn't
leave until seven in the morning, but it became
more understandable when I realized it took two
hours because of the thorough security, to go
through the passengers and their baggage at
Lod Airport.
Finally I was in the plane and it seemed like
ages before the plane even made a move, but
soon I began to feel the pressure of forward
motion - faster and faster everything began to
pass before me, it was as if I was seeing my life
over and over again. Then I could feel my legs
stretching as the plane left the ground. At that
moment I knew that it was true, I was
homeward bound.

Juicer :Specia Is
.

TRY IT.

.

Here ar~ several Galliano mix drink recipes to serve with these
summer mghts.
'

HARVEY WALL BANGER (Cocktail):
Fill tall glass .with ice cubes.
Fill 3/4 full with Orange Juice.
Add 1 oz. Vodka. Stir.
Float ½ . oz. Liquore Galliano on top.
GALLIANO SANGRIA (Coolers):
Bottle of full-boiled Red Wine
4 oz. Liquore Galliano.
Juice of 1 Orange.
Juice of 1 Lemon.

.

'
Lime and other fruit slices.
Mix in the pitcher and let stand. When ready to serve, add the
ice and stir till cold. Add 1 bottle of Club Soda (12 oz. ) and stir
·gently.

ITALIAN STINGER NO. 2 (After Dinner Drinks):
2 oz. Liquore Galliano.
1 oz. Brandy or Cognac.
Shake well with ice and strain.
Serve ·straight-up or on-the-rocks.
SUNSHINE (Dessert Drinks):
1 pint Orange Sherbert (other fla~ors may be used).
2 02. Liquore Galliano.
Put in the blender for a short time. Serve in sherbert glasses.

Joe Daley

UNI Band
Soloist for UNI
by Kathy McGuinnes
The UNI JAZZ BAND,
under the direction of G.D.
McDowell (instructor of woodwinds at UNI) , _is very excited
about having saxaphonist Joe
Daley as guest soloist for their
concert Tuesday, June 19th.
Joe is one of the top
saxaphonists in Chicago. He
plays other instruments too;
- flute, clarinet, and bass
clarinet. Joe attended The
Chicago Musical college and
De Paul University.
As a professional performer
he has appeared with such
people as Woody Herman,
Less Elgart, Vaughn Monroe
and others. He has also done
recordings for Pat Boone,
Keeley Smith, Nelson Riddle
and others. If you are into
jazz, you might've heard the
recording of Joe Daley and his
Trio at the Newport Jazz
Festival. '
Joe _is also an excellent
composer. He composes in a
v ariety of styles; classical
music for piano, violin, and
quartetes, as well as arranging
charts for big bands.
·
Joe gives jazz clinics too. In
fact,_he gave one last Monday
right here at UNI if any of you
were fortunate enough to be
there. Unfortunately, there
was no advanced publicity
available.
He is a man of many
talents: professional performer, composer, arranger, solo
artist, recording artist, and
clinician.
CCAB wants you to BE
THERE Tuesday night at 8
p.m. to see Joe' Daley and the
UNI Jazz Band. The perfor•
mance will be in the
Auditorium, and admission is

free to

all.
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PARODIES
The poems on this page are parodies of a
famous poet. Can you guess who?

THE NERVEWRACKER : To Earl R. Scruggs

THE WRECK OF MY LIVING ROOM

by Andie Dubnick

To the unhappy memory of com ing home one
night and find ing my pa rakeet uncaged -

I caught this morning "Dueling Banjos," prince ling of AM acclaim, plinka-plunk-plink twanging,
in its jangling
Of the sounding tautly underneath thumb strings,
and ganglia
Tighten ; how it rings upon the rein of a shivering
wince
In its all frenzy! Still on, on (though I since,
as a thumb pick picks clean off a G-String:
my fingers angling
Wristflick the OFF knob , my heart in dangling
Sighed with relief, the deliverance from "Deliverance.")
(Brute, fiddle and dabro then add , oh, air, tune,
noice, fine Pickin! And the music that breaks from
them then , a hundred
Times more hillbilly , more mountainous, 0 my
Philistine!
No wonder of it : Hard rock makes noise ears thunder
Deaf, and crazeglazed eyeballs - ah! the sign Wink, blink bloadshot, and squint dark-bog-undered.)

One evening day-spent I enter with tread-trodded path
My castle unkept. Mindful of the mindlessness towards
day 's demise
I seek solace, solace ; solemnity within the walls of a
bubble bath ,
But find instead spewn, strewn-seeds and out my parakeet
flies!
Plume-purpled finch-fleeting absconding my every plea
Doth this purveyor of sweet song circle round my head .
Attempts to snare ; precepts that tear - In effort to see
The beaked beast I thwart and am thwarted , led
By this mini-miracle of God 's granduer.
,,
Netted-notes of some free fear shriek forth from whining
Wing;
My vindication in view longed for that bird , - her
Neck , the twisting of, the -wringing of the thing!
Though critter courageous, human humane quick caught the
lithesome lark-loosed
And, ah my dear, placed it back upon its roost.
Pat Wegrzyn

TO MY ALARM CLOCK
Inventive Individuals illustrated illusions
Feelings of flight , fleeting phases placed in man's mold
Tick-tock teller of time , or time teller told?
Urbanite and suburbanites use you to cheat confusion.
Tick-tock, tell time , time piece always timely.
Insensitive to seconds skimmed.
Minute minute's movements dimmed,
And mount to hours alarmingly. '
Illumined numerals , dot-dashed dial, yellow yeller silenced
Since someone tried to tell a time teller the time. ·
A fix-it-yourself failure - wound , wound, wound.
Staring slave, a sentinal silenced.
Your springs were sprung, it was your time.
Ah! Alarming alarm unalarmed you stopped
without a sound.
Pat Byrne

The tune felt , true felt, felt felt felicity of my joy
Brims, breaks brutishly at the whole of my soul
For thee, 0 Hershey Bar! The sublime subliminal urge to control
Gluttony, greedy begetter of greater girth, beyond employ,
Is unstrung; flung precipitously, precariously on the course of my
coy
Wiles to win thee, thou master-monster, fast filler of a fathomless
bowl.
I am lost, lost, so lost on a shallow shadow-shoal
Of almonds, tremble-trickling to the tortuous torments of a chocolate
Troy.
What matter? My will in wanting will waste for a taste The brown of, the bronze of the bar, the thick of the thing;
Thou great-to-gulp-gorge in greed ; thou mocha-cocoa-token of laced
waist.
Thou ever present presence presently presenting, preventing, preempting ;
Ah . .. grace me with grace, face me with face chaste;
I am one with wrapped witless-wisdom of thee ; tormenting:ten-centing:- consenting.

FIND AND FETCH: to a little dog
by Gerard Manley Slater

Little Dog, are you grieving
Are you tired of retrieving?
Birds, and other animals, you
Do hate and do despise , don't you?
Ah! as the bones grow older
It will pass as nights ·grow older
It will pass as nights grow colder
By and by , nor do or die
Retrievers must fetch, must fetch, must fetch;
Forever you will chase; wornout, yet not choose;
And man will rule and man will reign: the booze
Is gone now, so is his strength, while he wretch.
Nor mouth had, no nor paw, felt
What your nose did so smelt:
This is what you 're here for,
Retrieving, Little Dog, is a bore.

DETECTIVE SHOWS

MANLY UNIVERSITY
The day clinked and clanked
registers registrated , computers 'recorded , and
cast-you-rated
Now, in halls thinkers throng, theory thick
To toss isms and ations upon other nations, is their trick
This educative factory has begun
On washroom walls; in neo-egyptshun
Ah! Icons and Idols in graphic design
Administration AD-ministors, get tin pins and resign
Young minds in a charming ig-nition of Manly hall
Though some whose beneath it all
A fresh thought springs and dies
underneath Occams' razor eyes.
Dave Meyer

by Sally Schmi tz

I saw last Sunday clodish Columbo,
That fantastic fumbling felo n-foiler,
And pondered others, those detecting tailers,
Those threat-thwarters, on many a shown show
Urbane Bancek , rough riding Ramsey ,
Moustache-mouthed McCloud, wifed MacMillan,
Glenn Gregory Garth, Banyon, and Cannon,
All exploring plots, solving a mystery. ·
Had I but time, Ah! time, I'd see them an:··'
Often I have tried, have tried, have tried.
-Sometime I will succeed and watch with ease
Television's time-takers, one day I shall
Each with crime committed, police stymied
Stories all similar on mystery movies.
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Quo
Vadimus
Events
CCAB ACTIVITIES:
Mon'. June 18 - History
Workshop film, 8-10 p.m.,
D-113
Tues. June 19-UNI Jazz
Band Concert Open House, 8
p.m., Aud., Admission FREE.
Wed. June 20-Last day of
Spring term. GOOD GUYS &
BAD GUYS UNICORN ,
movie noon. READING LECTURE SERIES, Dr. J.
Wepman 7-9 p.m. S102. FOLK
DANCE CLUB 7-10 p.m.,
A-113
Thurs. June 21-SWIM .1
p.m., FUN NITE gym and
pool 6:30-9 :30.
Fri. June 22-2nd
ANNUAL ALL SCHOOL PICNIC REUNION Edgebrook
Woods Grove #3 BYO
anything games & prizes for
kids noon.
The Black Heritage Club of
UNI Presents "So the
Phoenix, So the Black Avaitors
(Anthology of Black Satire)
Produced by Saundra Taylor &
Marylene Whitehead. Auditorium, Friday, June 22, 1973,
7:30 p.m.

JUSTICE IN THE ROUND:
The Trial of Angela Davis by
Reginald Major is an eyewitness account of the kidnapping, murder and conspiracy
trial of Angela Davis. While
documenting and demonstrating the relatedness of George
Jackson, the Soledad Brothers,
revolutionary rhetoric and
activity , increasing political
consciousness in the Black
community - the continuing
evolution of the Black Panther
Party and the politicization of
prison populations - it also
describes the attempt of the

I
I

Communist Party USA to
actively identify with the
political necessities arising
from contemporary Black
political analyses.

JUSTICE IN THE ROUND
examines the development of
Angela Davis both as a person
and as a political activist, and
underlines the differences in
approach between her and
Ruchell Magge. These differences are as widely separated
as the Old Left and the New
Left, and could dictate the
direction in which radical and
revolutionary activity will
move in the future.

1973 VARSITY TENNIS FINAL RESULTS

DATE

SCORES

April 4
April 6
April 7
April 11
April 12
Apr1l 14
April 30
May 9
May 11
May 14
May 15
May 17
May 21
May 24
·June 9

UNI6
UNI9
UNI8
UNI6
UNI 3
UNI 2
UNI 1
UNI3
UNI9
UNI8
UNil
UNI9
UNI9
UNI8
UNI4

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Aurora 3
Niles 2
Roosevelt 1
Oakton 3
North Park 6
1.1.r'. 7
UICC 5
UICC 6
Niles 0
Oakton 1
Concordia 8
Lewis 0
Roosevelt 0
Ghicago State 1
Great Lakes 5

Season Team Record: 9 wins, 6 losses

L....

~

SINGLES

WINS

1. Ron Schwartz

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9
10

Steve Dezurko
Reid Adler
Mark Anderson
Joe Stein
John Sc hag
Larry Doepp
Rich Godin

1. Schwartz & Dezurko
2. Adler & Anderson
3. Stein & Schag
Stein & Doepp
Stein & Dezurko
Schwartz & Adler
Dezurko & Anderson

f -

6
10
10
1
0

4
5
4
9
4
5
1
3

WINS

LOSSES

11

DOUBLES

a student wanting to see
haunting dread of Hell to his
Europe, and willing to work,
emergence today as an
can earn the trip.-A few weeks
important spokesman of Black
on the job earns back the price
consciousness. It is as much as
of a youth fare air ticket and
study of structural technique
some cash for traveling around
as of the processes by which a
Reginald Major, who covered
writer discovers himself and ' Europe.
the trial for the San -Francisco
Most jobs are in lakeside,
therefore his responsibilities in
Sun-Reporter, and who was
Alpine or city resorts, hotels
society. JAMES BALDWIN:
the first Director of the
and restaurants . Standard
A CRITICAL STUDY traces
Education Opportunity Prowages are paid, and free room
both the literary and philogram at San Francisco State
and board provided. Student
sophical journeys Baldwin has
College, uses in JUSTICE the
taken from the publication of Overseas Services, a Luxemtheatrical image of the round
bourg student run organizahis first novel, where he could
to present the spectacle of the
tion, provides every student
be seen as philosophical
differe11t tension-filled scenes
beginner, to the Baldwin of with a 5-day orientation in
of the whole trial. Reginald
today, who is a mature writer Europe before going to the job.
Major is author of "A Panther
SOS also obtains the jobs,
and thinker.
Is A Black Cat": a perceptive
permits and other necessary
Stanley Macebuh was born in
study of the Black Panther
papers, and arranges room and
Nigeria and is presently
Party which won him high
board in advance. Jobs are
Assistant Professor of English
acclaim.
given on a first come, first
at City College in New York,
served basis, with a willingwhere he is currently working
JAMES BALDWIN: A CRITness to work, maintenance of
on an inquiry into the state of · an open mind and adaptability
ICAL STUDY by Stanley
modern Blac humanism.
Macebuh is the· first in a series
counting more than experiof critiques to be published by
ence.
The Third Press.- The series is
Interested students may
to provide book-length critical '
obtain an application form, job
studies of contemporary
_listings and descriptions, ·and
writers, centering on Black FALL STUDENT joBS
the SOS Handbook on earning
Americans, African and Carib- AVAILABLE IN EUROPE
a trip to Europe (and including
bean, as well as other third
photos and comments of
world authors.
students who have worked in
Temporary student jobs are
Europe) by sending their
This critical study is the first available for the fall _ and
name, address, educational
major critique on Baldwin. It winter in Europe. Any student
institution, and $1 (for
is an in-depth analysis of applying during the summer
printing, postage, handling
Baldwin the writer and may obtain a job in Austria,
and
addressing only) to S.O.S.,
Baldwin the thinker, from his Switzerland or Germany for
Box 5173, Santa Barbara,
early preoccupation with the this fall or winter. This means
Calif. 93108.

LOSSES

9
5
10

2
1
1
1

3
8
1
0
0
0
0

Nothing Matters
•
Not that I'm alone
Not that there is too many people
on this earth.
Not that I forget who I am.
Not .that I don't know what is
next.
Not the fear that lurks inside
of me.

·by Dan Pearson

I'M A FAT ROLLYPOLY BUNDLE OF SCHTICK
HALF AS TALL AS I AM THICK.
A JOLLY JELLY BELLY MASTER OF WIT,
LAUGH AND CHUCKLE TIL ·YOU CRY.
CHORTLE AND GUFFAW YOU'RE VIEWING A LIE.
A TREMENDOUS TUB STUCK IN A DOOR
RIPPING HIS PANTS, SLIPPING ON THE FLOOR.
THE OBESE ODDITY, A CARNIVAL COMMODITY
HE'S LAZY, TIRED AND RAVENOUS
BUT CHEERFUL, LOY AL AND MAGNANIMOUS.
WE'D WEIGHED THE SITUATION, IT'S TIME TO INTERVENE
WE'D LIKE TO BE REAL PEACEFUL, BUT IF WE CAN'T
WE'LL BE REAL MEAN.
WE 'D RAVISH ALL THE WOMEN WHO LAUGHED AT OUR GRACE
AND STOMP ALL THE MEN AND KICK THEM IN THE FACE.
WE'LL STAND SHOULDER TO SHOULDER AND POUND FOR POUND
WE'RE THE LARGEST PROTEST GROUP THAT'S EVER BEEN AROUND.

Wanting to possess a dream
· hoping it will stay ,
the feeling that it's SURE to bring
can somehow slip away.
Reach for, climb, and grab it ,
force it to obey,
for sure now that _you have it the feeling slips away .
6-11-73

Edwina Bean

.
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Personals
24 hour crisis intervention,
drop-in, referral and information service. HELP 929-5150.
2210 N. Halsted, Chicago, Ill.
60614
Linda Margolis or Del - hlep !
help! I've been looking all over
for you! Come up to the CCAB
room E-205W - Kathy.

Note to
All Clubs and
Organizations
Fifty copies of dittos may be
run off for campus clubs and
organizations if submitted one
day before needed. Location is
above South Dining Hall.
Also, if a club or organization
desires posters print they must
be submitted three days before
pickup. Six posters per event
are allowed free of charge. The
largest size we can print is
14"x21".

UNWANTED
by Myra Hickman (Marion Sueppel)

Welcome us as you were welcomed Is that too much to ask?
Love us as you have been loved A truly HUMAN task.

Enja Vicari

DREAMS NOT GUARANTEED

I

Sales Personnel Wanted:
Work your own hours earn
extra $$ in an educationally
related sales field. For
information call 761-9686
between 8-10 p.m.

Last Words and Testaments
BIG WORDS

.,

. .

The right to breathe the air like you,
So gifted, privileged, free But PRIVILEGE does not say it all;
We mean the RIGHT to be.
When High Courts take the role of God,
Who will take our part?
We'd make the world a better place
If you won't close your heart.
Help us , mother, father , friend,
In you our futures lie.
We 're innocent of doing wrong
And much too young to die .

